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Executive Summary

Markets go through big cycles as sentiment shifts between optimism and pessimism
When news flow is good and sentiment positive, investors rush to buy popular securities at any price. When news is bad and share prices fall, fear of
loss makes investors retreat – even from risks that are unfounded or overstated. This presents opportunities to buy quality, temporarily out-of-favour
securities at attractive prices.

The key is to invest counter-cyclically, in uncrowded parts of the market
These are often areas in which there is fear and uncertainty, and prices and expectations are low. They therefore present the greatest potential for
mispricing. Taking a long-term view, we look to find mispriced securities based on our quality (Moat and Management) and price (Margin of Safety)
criteria. We apply checklists we’ve distilled from our collective experience as a further risk overlay, to identify any red flags that may indicate our
estimates of intrinsic value could be materially impaired.
PSG ASSET MANAGEMENT’S VIEW: THE MOST AND LEAST CROWDED AREAS OF THE MARKET
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Post the ANC elective conference: South African equities
Due in most part to local politics, South Africa has largely missed out on a strong emerging markets cycle. While other emerging markets have
recently enjoyed healthy inflows, foreign investors aggressively sold South African equities and most domestic asset managers held a bearish view
on local assets.
Securities exposed to the local economy were very much out of favour over the past two years – and these parts of the market were very uncrowded.
We used the opportunity to invest in high-quality companies that were trading at exceptional valuations. The market reacted favourably to the
outcome of the ANC’s elective conference. The rand has strengthened substantially and domestic bonds and equities have repriced aggressively.
However, the equity rally has predominantly been restricted to the most liquid counters and we believe that many stocks remain very cheap. Notably,
several of these opportunities come from outside the Top 40. Broadly speaking, we think the best opportunity lies in mid- and small-cap stocks.

Post the ANC elective conference: South African fixed income
Yields on long-dated government bonds remain attractive. In fact, when measured over the past 15 years, yields on 20-year government bonds are
higher now than they have been 93% of the time. Given a downward inflation trajectory and the credibility the South African Reserve Bank has built
in inflation targeting (inflation has averaged 5.8% since the introduction of inflation targeting in 2000), this has presented the opportunity to lock in
high real yields for investors. We have also extended the maturity profile of fixed income exposures, which lowers reinvestment risk.
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Global: Now is not the time to be bold
While strong global markets may encourage a bullish view, we believe investors should be dialing back risk. If we consider cyclically adjusted price/
earnings ratios as a measure, the US market has only been more expensive twice in the past century: just before the 1929 crash and during the
Dotcom bubble. In addition, average annualised volatility in 2017 was the lowest on record. This backdrop suggests complacency and very high
valuation levels – a dangerous combination.
As a result, we have been finding fewer opportunities in global markets, and the gaps between the share prices of the companies we own and our
assessments of intrinsic value have narrowed. However, valuation differences within equity markets remain extraordinarily wide. We are still of the
view that if we choose wisely from uncrowded parts of the market, it will bode well for long-term returns at acceptable levels of risk.

Areas of potential mispricing
We continue to find attractive opportunities in South African bonds and locally focused domestic equities. Cash is also still offering good returns. However,
while we continue to find selected opportunities in global markets, current valuation levels generally offer limited value.
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The information and content of this publication is provided by PSG as general information about its products. The information does not constitute any advice and we recommend that you consult with a qualified financial adviser before
making investment decisions. For further information on the funds and full disclosure of costs and fees please refer to the Minimum Disclosure Documents on our website. Disclaimer: Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (CIS)
are generally medium- to long-term investments. The value of participatory interests (units) or the investment may go down as well as up and past performance is not a guide to future performance. CIS are traded at ruling prices and
can engage in borrowing and script lending. Fluctuations or movements in the exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. Where foreign securities are included in a portfolio, the
portfolio is exposed to risks such as potential constraints on liquidity and the repatriation of funds, macroeconomic, political, foreign exchange, tax, settlement and potential limitations on the availability of market information. The
portfolios may be capped at any time in order for them to be managed in accordance with their mandate. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place the fund under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances a process of
ring-fencing withdrawal instructions may be followed. The fund may borrow up to 10% of the market value to bridge insufficient liquidity. Fees and performance: Prices are published daily and available on the website www.psg.
co.za and in the daily newspapers. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available on request from PSG Collective Investments (RF) Limited. Commission and incentives may be paid and, if so, are included in
the overall costs. Forward pricing is used. Different classes of Participatory Interest can apply to these portfolios and are subject to different fees, charges and possibly dividend withholding tax and will thus have differing performances.
Performance is calculated for the portfolio and individual investor performance may differ as a result thereof. All performance data for a lump sum, net of fees, include income and assumes reinvestment of income on a NAV-NAV
basis. Source of performance: Figures quoted are from Morningstar Inc. Cut-off times: The cut-off time for processing investment transactions is 14h30 daily, with the exception of the PSG Money Market Fund, which is 11h00.
Additional information: Additional information is available free of charge on the website and may include publications, brochures, application forms and annual reports. Company details: PSG Collective Investments (RF) Limited is
registered as a CIS Manager with the Financial Services Board, and a member of the Association of Savings and Investments South Africa (ASISA) through its holdings company PSG Konsult Limited. The management of the portfolios is
delegated to PSG Asset Management (Pty) Ltd, an authorized Financial Services Provider under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 2002, FSP no 29524. PSG Asset Management (Pty) Ltd and PSG Collective Investments
(RF) Limited are subsidiaries of PSG Group Limited. Trustee: The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, 2 Hertzog Boulevard, Cape Town, 8001. Tel: +27 (21) 401 2443. Email: compliance-PSG@
standardbank.co.za. Conflict of Interest Disclosure: The Fund may from time to time invest in a portfolio managed by a related party. PSG Collective Investments (RF) Limited or the Fund Manager may negotiate a discount in fees
charged by the underlying portfolio. All discounts negotiated are re-invested in the Fund for the benefit of the investor. Neither PSG Collective Investments (RF) Limited nor PSG Asset Management retains any portion of such discount
for their own accounts. The Fund Manager may use the brokerage services of a related party, PSG Securities Ltd.
PSG Collective Investments (RF) Limited does not provide any guarantee either with respect to the capital or the return of the portfolio and can be contacted on 0800 600 168 or on e-mail at assetmanagement@
psg.co.za.
To invest or if you have any queries: Phone us on +27 (21) 799 8000, Email us at assetmanagement@psg.co.za, Visit our website www.psg.co.za/asset-management
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